SMART MARINA
By Lennart Joelsson
What is Smart Marina?

The Lead Partner-team

The aim in the Smart Marina project is to improve
services of existing small ports, to increase local and
regional mobility, and to contribute to tourism
development. We will do this through investing into
improved services with environmentally friendly
solutions thereby adding value for the boat-tourist.
The environmental profile shall be clear and visible
in most Smart Marinas harbors, and Blue Flag or
Blue Star Marina certification is the goal for all
harbors participating in the project.

The Lead Partner-team (LP-team) is the leading team of the Project Smart Marina
and fulfills the main responsibility for the project's progress

One of our main goals is to make it possible for each of
our harbors to be certified and receive their Blue Flag or
become a Blue Star marina. The cost for the certificate
for the first period is provided by LP (Lead Partner),
Åland Development Center.
Another aim is to increase the standards and service
level while having an environment focus. We strive to
create good communication and networking channels
between harbors. They should be clearly visible on the
market and that the brand Smart Marina will represent
a high environment standard for the participating
harbors.

What do the LP-team provide?
- Primarily responsible for the project
- Produce relevant guidelines for the
harbors including marina manuals, communication
manual and more.
− Security inspection of the ports
− Security training for harbor personnel (2 days, 2 persons / per harbor)
− Smart Marina App with 360° photography of marina routes
− Joint purchases
− Blue Flag or Blue Star Marina certification and licence cost, first
period in each harbor
− A joint booking system

Smart Marina is the largest project ever financed
through the Interreg Central Baltic program. Our total
budget is 8,9 million euros. This means a huge
responsibility, utter dedication and full commitment to
succeed.
The project includes 6 partners as follows:
LP/P1 Ålands Utvecklings Ab / Lead Partner, Åland
P2 Valdemarsviks Municipality, Sweden
P3 Östhammar Municipality, Sweden
P4 The Stockholm Archipelago Foundation, Sweden
P5 Novia University of Applied Sciences, Finland
P6 Hiiu Municipality, Estonia

Kairi Jõesalu
Financial Manager

Elina Lindroos
Communication Manager

Each project partner is responsible for the project
implementation within the individual regions and
selected harbors.
Project has also 3 associated partners:
Nordic Archipelago Cooperation
Enterprising Archipelago
The Åland Society for Nature and Environment
Lennart Joelsson
Project Manager, Strategic Expert
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Richard Cranston
Project Assistant

SMART MARINA

OUR HARBORS
1. Öregrund Harbor
2. Grisslehamns Marina
3. Fejan
4. Rindö Harbor
5. Djurönäset
6. Uvmarö Harbor
7. Fyrudden
8. Burgsviks Harbor
9. Käringsund
10. Havsvidden
11. Hamnsundet

12. Kastelholm Guest Harbor
13. Vargata, Wikens Wänner
14. Mariehamns Sailing Association
15. Rödhamn
16. Karlby Guest harbor
17. Glada Laxen
18. Kumlinge Guest Harbor
19. Seglinge Guest Harbor
20. Jurmo Guest Harbor
21. Gullvivan Hotell & Restaurang
22. Skärgårdscentrum Korpoström

23. Kirjais Marina
24. Brännskär Guest Harbor
25. Stenskärs Stugor
26. Farmors Café
27. Lillbacka Gård
28. Baggö Marina
29. Kärdla Sadam
30. Roograhu Sadam
31. Orjaku Sadam
32. Soela Sadam

Find the webpages for every harbor at page 13
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SMART MARINA

SMART MARINA'S ACTIVITES - 2018
Working with several different guest harbors is always fun and
rewarding - full speed ahead almost 100% of the time!
We started the Smart Marina project during the early winter of 2018
and have since had a blast with joint activities.
ACTIVITIES
Smart Marina project has participated in various public
events such as Alandica Debatt (18.06.13-14), Stockholms
Boat Fair, Allt om Sjön 2018 (18.03.01-11).
The LP held a Kick Off for all partners and harbors in April in
Mariehamn.
All project managers on behalf of other partners have
participated, as well as most of the participating harbors.
For a better visibility in the project, Smart Marina decided to
start a cooperation together with the Central Baltic project
SeaStop, Visit Åland, and Åländska gästhamnsföreningen in
order to discuss future cooperation regarding the marketing
of the projects. Three meetings were held during the first period of
the project, with one to be held by in the middle of November 2018.

STUDY TRIPS
Two study visits have been completed in 2018. The first
visit was organized for the Finnish participants attending the
Kick Off meeting in April. The representatives from Finnish
harbors had the opportunity to visit two harbors on Åland
(Käringssund and Kastelholm) to create contacts and get new
ideas.
The next study trip was conducted in October 2018 to the
Netherlands. It was a joint activity where participants from all
regions participated. We visited the harbors Jachthaven
Marnemoende, Jachthaven Brunisse, Jachthaven
Naurena and Jachthaven Uitgeest. All harbors were
acknowledged as the Blue Flag certified harbors, and Blue Flags
Netherlands Erik van Dijk guided Smart Marina's guest harbors
through the Dutch landscape.
The LP-team also visited the The International Council of
Marine Industry Associations (ICOMIA) event in Athens at the
end of October, to create new contacts, introduce our project
and strengthen marketing activities of the Smart Marina
projectworld-wide.

BLUE FLAG AND BLUE STAR MARINA
Five harbors from Åland have started their process to get
a Blue Flag-certification. They will be the first ones on Åland
Islands! The process to get harbors certified in
Sweden and Estonia is also on the upcoming. Unfortunately,
Finland does not have any certification organization for Blue
Flag, something we hope to find a solution to during the
course of the project.
INVESTMENTS
In order to harmonize and guarantee a smooth procurement
process/orders by harbors, there were forms created for a joint
standardization approach. Information has been shared with all
harbours but also other partners can use the same system (not
obligatory though).
1. Price requests to be used jointly
2. Price requests to be used individually by harbours
3. Forms for daily communication tools such as power point
presentations, a template for a letter, meeting agenda, etc.

Participants from our study trip to the Netherlands
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ÅLAND ISLANDS

ÅLANDS DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
By Rick Cranston
We have begun work on all the major
priorities. Many of the Åland harbors need
new service houses and offices. As these
take time and are a big portion of many of
the harbor’s budgets, we have focused very
heavily on that portion of the project.
For the project as a whole, we have
procured Åland Maritime Safety Center to
provide us with harbor safety training. They
will provide a full two-day course in major
safety training directly related to issues
that may arise in and around the harbors.
We will be starting procurement on
security evaluations, 360° photographing of
harbor routes, harbor manuals, and harbor
maps shortly. We have also begun the
process of assessing how many and which
harbors would like to have weather
stations, security systems, and/or AEDs to
add safety and security for guests and
staff.
Many of the harbors on Åland have begun
drawings and building permits in order to
fulfill their goals in the project. There are
many harbors that have already begun
construction to better their harbors. One of
our goals in the near future is the
procurements of solar panels for multiple
harbors to be more environmentally
friendly.
Bärö Guest Harbor (Glada Laxen) in
Kumlinge has started many new exciting
projects. The first task at Bärö was to add
a water treatment facitily to make the well
water safer. We have recently procured a
contractor to start construction of a new
service house for the harbor. Construction
will be starting within the next week. Our
next task is to begin procurement of a grey
water treatment plant that will be able to
handle the seasonal variations of the
harbor.

Havsvidden in Geta is actively working to
grow and add to their harbor. We are
currently in the process of procuring a
contractor to build their new pool house.
We will be making further decisions and
evaluations in the procurement of a
contractor very shortly.
Kumlinge Guest Harbor is also a harbor
that has started improvments. We have
gone through procurement and
contracted an entrepreneur to begin
construction of their new service house
this week.

Design, Rödhamn Servicehouse

Mariehamns Seglarförening is currently
in the process of updating their harbor.
We have begun the process of replacing
one of the jetties that needed
replacement. The procurement process
will begin shortly. The goal is to create
easier access and an ever-safer harbor.
Rödhamn has begun the process of
updating and renovation of the harbor.
We have started procurement of a new
service house. Rödhamn also plans to
procure a grey water treatment system
and add solar panels.
There are many other projects currently
at work or that have been fulfilled. There
have been electrical lines placed at
Vargata Guest Harbor. The removal of a
bridge at Jurmo Guest Harbor and many
other projects are always under way.
Many harbors have drawings, building
permits, or are working on both. The
project is quickly fulfilling goals and
striving to do more. We are striving to
create a better, safer, more
environmentally, and more customer
friendly Åland and Baltic region.

MSF

Glada Laxen
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FINLAND

NOVIA UNIVERSITY
OF APPLIED SCIENCES
By Rasmus Karlsson

Rasmus Karlsson, Project Manager

We are in a very intensive phase
of the project, with a lot of
planning and procurements going
on. During autumn we have
initiated six procurements of
which most have already been
completed and building is about
to commence. First up is bringing
electricity to the island of Birsskär
where Stenskär stugor & fisk has
their guest harbor.
The electricity network company
has already installed a
transformer on the island, and
the work of laying the final 120 m
of cable to reach the shore where
the guest harbor is located is
already under way. This will allow
for installation of electricity
pedestals on the new pontoon
bridge which will arrive late
November. It will replace an old
pontoon bridge that was in poor
technical condition and has
already been removed. Electricity
will also be made available on the
adjacent island Tistronören where
a sauna will be built later in the
project.

Brännskär

Lillbacka Marina

Lillbacka brygga on Högsåra will
receive their new pontoon bridge
late November as well. The new
bridge will be equipped with
electricity pedestals, safety
ladders and a safety pole. The
new bridge will increase capacity,
service level and safety of the
harbor as it is customized for the
exposed location.

The contract for building a new
service building on Brännskär
will be signed shortly and
hopes are that building can
commence this autumn so that
the building can be in use for
midsummer 2019. The building
will have showers and washing
machines for guests and be
located in the middle of the
island between the harbor,
sauna and shore, next to newly
built wooden cottages.
In Skärgårdscentrum
Korpoström a project to repair
the damaged main pontoon
bridge will start. Two stone
caissons in bad condition will
be removed to make way for a
floating concrete pontoon
bridge. This service is critical to
continue operations in full
capacity next summer.
The project leader took part in
the Archipelago Business
Forum, arranged in Mariehamn
by the Interreg Central Baltic
project Archipelago Business
Development. The event was
very inspiring with many
archipelago entrepreneurs,
among them harbor operators,
brainstorming about the future
if business in the archipelago.
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ESTONIA

HIIU
By Sven Kriggulson
HIIUMAA
Hiiumaa Municipality has
advanced up to 40% with all
it’s project investments
already this year. In large scale
we have executed all major
investments in Kärdla Marina.
We announced our
procurement for new floating
jetties already in April 2018,
and our goal was to be ready
for our guests by
Midsummer. All the hard works
were carried out as planned
and cranes, lorrys and workers
left us just before the highseason kicked in.
This means that already this
year our guests enjoyed the
additional space and we got a
lot of great feedback from our
loyal customers who visit us
year after year. In coming
years we expect to use the full
potential of this additional
service capability.
Another major deal was to
finalize contract over Roograhu
Harbor service house
expansion. Although we
started in spring, here we were
a little bit late and as we didn’t
want to
start heavy construction work
before the end of the high
season. So the construction is
coming to its end in fall 2018.
With this development,
Roograhu Harbor visitors can
enjoy new administration
facilities & recreational area as
well as new toilets & showers.
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Altogether 2 of our project
marinas have finished or nearly
finished their large investments,
other two have finished the
preliminary works and gathered
the licenses for starting with
tenders and construction work
in early spring 2019.
Representatives from Kärdla and
Roograhu harbos also
participated
on a study trip to the
Netherlands. The trip gave us
a new sight in harbor
maintenance & developments as
well as
overview of benefits from Blue
Flag standards.

Sven Kriggulson, Project Manager

Kärdla Marina

Roograhu Marina

SWEDEN

ÖSTHAMMAR MUNCIPALITY
By Anders Johnsson

Anders Johnsson, Project Manager

GRISSLEHAMN
Work on the priorities has begun.
Reconstruction of existing children's
playground as well as investment in
solar cells will come after fullfilling the
need for an environment-friendly
flushing plate for boat washes. Creation
of jetties and removal of an existing
bridge. Sought and obtained permission
for water operations and planning
permission to replace the existing
floating breakwater for a longer and
wider option. Sought and obtained the
building permit for the removal of the
existing bridge to another location and is
ready for tendering.
Renovation of a wooden bridge,
development of design, and load
calculations for the new bridge are now
ready for tendering.
WIFI-Fiber connection is desirable but
controlled by Telia's expansion plans,
unclear position. Added investigationeco-friendly flushing plate about 12 * 5
metres. Farther investigation on solution
for hazardous waste-Eco Simplex "Mini"
Further investigation of the possibilities
for a future waste sorting facility. Such as
FTI AB CLASS 3 City compact

Öregrund Guest Harbour

Djurönäset Guest Harbor

ÖREGRUND
The project has participated with
extensive work in the planning process
to bring about a new zoning plan of
Öregrund so that investments and
changes in the port are allowed. Forecast
for the new city plan is the end of the
year 2018/19 provided that adoption
decisions are not subject to appeal. A
number of suggestions on the design of
the new breakwater for wave and wind
protection and expansion of the capacity
of the harbour has been developed and
studied. A decision on which option to be
procured is not yet made.

We must wait until we know if there will
be a new zoning plan before a decision
on how to proceed is made. Choice of
options for implementation is limited
by the economy, the port's physical
characteristics (depth), as well as
restrictions on the basis of existing
waterways & leading lines.
Planning for the procurement of waste
sorting station and construction of
solar cell plant for electricity
production is completed
RINDÖ
Focus on improving flows into the
harbour for visitors. Priorities based on
the original project plan has been
made. Purchase of new floating
breakwater will not take place. The
focus instead is to get the port to work
better for new user groups, time and
daily visitors. Measures planned are:
Renovation/refurbishment of existing
toilet-building with RWC and showers.
New kayak and Jet Ski dock planned.
Adaptation of the berth for the new
wooden bridge with y-bars. The
completion of power poles.
Procurement of 5 items has so far been
implemented.
DJURÖNÄSET
The highest priority of action here is to
build two entirely new buildings in the
form of a service house with showers
and toilets and proper functioning of
the VA system and a building that will
contain the harbor office and laundry
room. Other planned measures are to
be implemented but at present all work
focused on getting construction started
on the new service buildings.
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SWEDEN

VALDEMARSVIKS MUNCIPALITY
By Hedwig Bjernersjö
FYRUDDEN
Illustrations of Fyrudden harbor were
developed at the end of summer to
illustrate the expansion of floating docks
in the harbor area. An internal decision
was signed by the municipality in
September regarding proposals for
procurement of floating bridges. In order to
expand the port of Fyrudden it has been
proposed to procure concrete pontoons
with a breakaway function to a length of
approximately 175 meters and
approximately 4 meters wide, with
associated anchorages, as well as y-bars,
electric poles and freshwater devices.
In the beginning of October, a visit to
Uvmarö Harbor was visited for study visits.
During the study visit, we received a review
of the port, the harbor owner's plans and
long-term vision with the project. At the
same time criteria for approved
investments as well as the
implementation of the port's investments
were discussed. The meeting ended with
the photographing of existing port and
docks.
Study trip to Amsterdam was conducted
mid-October with the Lead Partner team
and other partners/harbors. Inspiring trip
that gave ideas for the development of
ports and new port activities!
In October, the municipality's project team
met a representative from LeadingLight AB,
who reported on different lighting systems.
Several proposals for construction for a
port with seasonal variation were
discussed. A visit to Fyrudden with
LeadingLight will be booked to procure
lighting fixtures to Fyrudden.
An article about the EU project Smart
Marina and the work of Fyrudden port was
published in the County newspaper in
mid-October. The County Newspaper is a
local newspaper for Östergötland County.

Consultancy company Structor AB is
hired by the municipality for loadbearing control of the quays in Fyrudden.
Work has started immediately. Delivery of
completed documents is calculated to be
through preliminaries in week 51 this
year. The bargaining inspection includes
overview inspection and dive inspection
of affected docks, inspection report,
description of docks, search of drawings
and assessment of load bearing capacity.
Solar cells will be installed soon in our
sanitary warehouse.

Hedwig Bjernersjö, Project Manager

Application for Water Activities under
Chapter 11 Section 3 of the
Environmental Code shall be submitted
to the County Administrative Board of
Östergötland soon. We will start
procurement with our supplier of floating
bridges, subject to the decision of the
County Administrative Board
Östergötland .
BURGSVIKS HARBOR
We have now completed the deal with the
region of Gotland and are thus the owner
of the port. In connection with the
purchase we have opened a new issue in
our development company this will last
during the last months of this year.
Interest has been great so we are
optimistic about getting the capital we
need now at stage one. We also plan to
hire a project manager as soon as
possible to be responsible for the future
development of our port.

Fyruddens Harbour

Contact has also been taken with our
nearest lane in the harbor and we have
only received positive signals from that
point. We expect to work together on
future developments. The region has also
taken on responsibility for developing the
infrastructure needed around and
around the harbor in order for our
venture to be successful.

Burgsviks Harbour
SMART MARINA
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SWEDEN

THE ARCHIPELAGO
FOUNDATION
By Pia Berg

Pia Berg, project manager

The new arranger Per Lydmar (tl) and the Archipelago
Foundation's Viktor Axelsson (tr)

After the Fejan restaurant
burned down three years ago,
the facility has not had a
permanent landlord. During
the autumn 2018, the
restaurant will be completed
and now in May a new
arrendator will take over the
responsibility for restaurant,
hotel and guest harbor.
With the help of the Smart
Marina project, the guest
harbor will be developed with
another 20 boats at two new
floating bridges. The existing
service house should be
freshened to provide better
service to the boat guests.
On May 21, the Archipelago
Foundation and the new
arrendator of Fejan met to
determine the location of the
new bridges and what work
should be done in the service
house. Now, the Archipelago
Foundation will project the
measures and seek the
required permits. Scheduled
completion time is summer
2019.

However, as there is already
a floating dock on site we do
not expect any difficulties in
getting permission in the
current state.
The existing service house is
old and is to be refurbished.
An architect will now provide
us with drawings on how the
service house will be rebuilt
and expanded to better meet
today's requirements. Among
other things, a common
sauna is planned in
connection with the genderdivided changing rooms. The
hope is that the work will be
ready for next year's summer
season.

The work at Fejan is in its
preparation phase.
Authorization is required from
the county administrative
board to get the new floating
bridges. The processing time is
long and we have not yet
received the required
permissions.

Placement on Fejans new floating dock
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SMART MARINA

WHAT IS NEXT?
By Elina Lindroos
Many of our participating
harbors are in full swing
with their constructions,
some will be ready for the
opening season of the summer
2019. Other participating harbors
have procurements, licenses and
other government applications
ongoing. As the water legislation
differs between the countries,
some harbors will be able to
get permission to start
their construction activities faster
than others.
During December 2018,
Smart Marina's first "Opening the
door to Destination" seminar will
be held in Mariehamn. The main
focus of the event is on to how to
handle social media in a small
guest harbor - smart and, cost
effective solutions, user-friendly
tools, visually captive graphics
etc. A similar
seminar with a focus on
personnel and service will be held
in spring 2019. Neither dates nor
location have been
decided yet but this will be
organized whether in
Estonia, Sweden or Finland. More
information of the upcoming
events you can find on our
website: www.smartmarina.eu . All
seminars from Smart Marina will
be free of charge.
During spring 2019, Smart
Marinas next study trip will also
be conducted.

The interest of Blue Flag is large
among the participating ports, and
therefore this trip is also becoming a
Blue Flag port somewhere near the
Baltic Sea region.
All guest harbors will also be invited
within the next year to participate in
a joint security training for port staff.
This training will be held in
Mariehamn, Åland. The procurement
is won by the Åland Maritime Safety
Center.

Kumlinge, preparation for a new service house. Nov -18

All Smart Marina's procurements will
be announced on our website
www.smartmarina.eu/enquiry and by
Smart Marina's Facebook-page.
Locally, some procurements will also
be advertised in local newspapers or
by using additional procurement
channels.
For project managers, several
project meetings will also be held..
In November, the project team and
the steering group will meet in Turku
where the recent developments and
plans as well as the financial
monitoring status will be
discussed. The meeting place has
been selected in conjunction with
the Annual Event for Central Baltic
where the project hope to increase
the networking options and exchange
experiences.

Our Finnish harbors visiting Kastelholm, April -18

In spring 2019, project
team has scheduled a meeting in
Hiiu municipality with the prospect to
visit newly renovated harbors.
For current updates in the project,
please follow Smart Marina on
Facebook: smartmarina.interreg
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James Simpson, upcoming speaker at Opening the
Door to Destination, dec -18.

PARTNER CONTACS
LEAD PARTNER, ÅLAND DEVELOPING CENTER, ÅLAND ISLANDS
Lennart Joelsson, Projekt Leader & Strategic Expertlennart@smartmarina.eu / lennart.joelsson@auab.ax
kairi@smartmarina.eu / kairi.joesalu@auab.ax
Kairi Jõesalu, Financial Manager.
elina@smartmarina.eu / elina.lindroos@auab.ax
Elina Lindroos, Communication Manager
rick@smartmarina.eu
Rick Cranston, Project Assistant
helena.flojt-josefsson@regeringen.ax
Helena Flöjt, Steering Group Member
www.smartmarina.eu / www.auab.ax
PARTNER 2, VALDEMARSVIKS MUNICIPALITY, SWEDEN
hedwig@smartmarina.eu / hedwig.bjernersjo@valdemarsvik.se
Hedwig Bjernersjö, Project Manager
carl.hamilton@valdemarsvik.se
Carl Hamilton, Archipelago developer
ted.starkas@valdemarsvik.se
Ted Starkås, Steering Group Member
http://www.valdemarsvik.se
PARTNER 3, ÖSTHAMMAR MUNICIPALITY, SWEDEN
anders@smartmarina.eu/ anders.johnsson@osthammar.se
Anders Johnsson, Project Manager
stefan.edelsvard@osthammar.se
Stefan Edelsvärd, Steering Group Member
www.osthammar.se / www.smartmarina.se
PARTNER 4, THE ARCHIPELAGO FOUNDATION, SWEDEN
pia@smartmarina.eu / pia.berg@skargardsstiftelsen.se
Pia Berg, Project Manager
jonas.berg@skargardsstiftelsen.se
Jonas Berg, Steering Group Member
skargardsstiftelsen.se
PARTNER 5, NOVIA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES, FINLAND
rasmus@smartmarina.eu / rasmus.karlsson@novia.fi
Rasmus Karlsson, Project Manager
marianne.fred@novia.fi
Marianne Fred, Steering Group Member
www.novia.fi
PARTNER 6, HIIU MUNICIPALITY, FINLAND
Sven Kriggulson, Project Manager
Reili Rand, Steering Group Member
www.hiiuvald.ee
ASSOCIATED PARTNERS
Nordic Archipelago Cooperation
Enterprising Archipelago
The Åland Society for Nature and Environment

www.smartmarina.eu

sven@smartmarina.eu / sven@marina.kardla.ee
reili@hiiuvald.ee

www.skargardssamarbetet.org
www.skargarden.ax
www.natur.ax

smart.marina

smartmarina.interreg
Smart Marina Information and Interest Group
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HARBOR WEBSITES
LEAD PARTNER/PARTNER 1, ÅLANDS UTVECKLINGS AB, ÅLAND ISLANDS
Gullvivan Hotell & Restaurang
www.hotellgullvivan.com
Glada Laxen
www.gladalaxen.com
Havsvidden Guest Harbour
www.havsvidden.com/sv-se/hamn-bad-bastu/g-a-sthamn
Hamnsundet Guest Harbor
www.hamnsundet.ax
Jurmo Guest Harbor
www.jurmo.ax/hamn.html
Karlby Guest Harbor/Brudhäll
www.brudhall.com
Kastelholm Guest Harbor
www.facebook.com/KastelholmsGasthamn
Kumlinge Guest Harbor
www.kumlingestugor.com/
Mariehamn's Sailing Association
www.gasthamn.ax
Rödhamn Guest Harbor
www.segel.ax/hamnar/rodhamn
Seglinge Guest Harbor
www.seglinge.ax/index.php/sv/seglingehamnen
Käringsunds Guest Harbor
www.karingsundsgasthamn.ax
Vargata Wikens Wänner r.f.
www.facebook.com/vargatabrygga
PARTNER 2, VALDEMARSVIKS MUNICIPALITY, SWEDEN
Fyrudden Guest Harbor
www.fyrudden.se/hamn
Uvmarö Guest Harbor
www.uvmarohamn.se
Burgsvik Guest Harbor
www.gotland.net/plats/burgsviks-gasthamn
PARTNER 3, ÖSTHAMMAR MUNICIPALITY, SWEDEN / www.smartmarina.se
Öregrund Guest Harbor
www.oregrundsbatklubb.se/hamnar/oregrund
Grisslehamn Guest Harbor
www.grisslehamnsmarina.se
Djurönäset Guest Harbor
www.djuronaset.com
Rindö Guest Harbor
www.rindohamn.se
PARTNER 4, THE ARCHIPELAGO FOUNDATION, SWEDEN
Fejan
www.skargardsstiftelsen.se/omrade/fejan
PARTNER 5, NOVIA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES, FINLAND
Baggö Marina
www.baggomarina.com
Brännskär Guest Harbor
www.brannskar.fi
Farmors Café
www.farmorscafe.fi
Kirjais Bybutik & Marina
www.facebook.com/KirjaisBybutikMarina
Lillbacka Gård
www.lillbackagard.net
Skärgårdsc. Korpoström
www.skargardscentrum.fi/hamn
Stenskär Stugor & Fisk
www.stenskar.fi/sv/gaestbrygga
PARTNER 6, HIIU MUNICIPALITY, ESTONIA
Kärdla Marina
www.kardlamarina.ee
Soela Sadam
www.soelasadam.ee
Orjaku Sadam
www.orjaku.ee/sadam
Roograhu Sadam
www.roograhu.ee
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